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During 1994 the tost, 'measurements for HERA-.-B experiment

("An experiment to study CP violation in the B system using an

internal target at the HERA proton ring% /!/) were prolonged.

The experimental set—up was optimized and modified in compa-

rison with the one used for previous experiments /!/. Monte

Carlo simulation by SEANT /2/ was used to estimate the total

efficiency for3, the modified trigcj&r and hodoseape counters.'

Mew experimental set—up is ' shown in the Fig»ia» The

internal target as a source of B hadrons is positioned in the

halo of the HERA proton beam (Ep = 820 BeVK It is the

intrinsic peculiarity of HERA-B experiment which provides the

possibility to use the beam core for other experiments. The

internal target is located 118m upstream of the HERA West

Hall. It consists of two movable (horizontally and vertically)

target forks with one Al and one Cu ribbon each.

Track reeanEtructieth is provided' by several layers of

double side silicon strip detectars installed close to the

target inside the "Roman pot" system <«ith thin windows. To

simplify this simulation the "Roman pot" system with the strip

detectors were missed. •

The interaction trigger is provided by two planes of

plastic scintillators placed around the beam pipe at the

distance of 1405mm and 1425mm dtwistream of the target. Each

plane consists of 12 segmented counters with the thickness of

10mm. The trigger counters cover fehe range of polar angles

between 43 and 107 mrad for interactions at the target. =

Some information on the event topology can be obtained by

four scintillator hodoscopes with a small solid angle. Each

hodoscope • consists of small (26 % 26 x 10 mm3) and large
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Fig.l. a) Experimental set-up for
for test measurements, b) The tracks
simulated by BEANT.

(52 x 52 x 10 mm3) plastic

e,.̂  = 77mrad, 4>x= 0°, <p2 = 90°,

scxnti1lator installed at

, = 180 , <pA = 270 and

distance of 1500mm and 3000mm downstream of the target.

To detect the backwards moving particles and background

events generated upstream of the target the veto counters have

been installed in three planes perpendicular tD the beam axiv>.
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Each plane consists of two plastic scintillator (300 x 150 x

10 mm3) located 335mm, 365mm and 1015mm upstream of the

target.

All counters and beam pipes have been included to the

simulation. The geometry used for GEANT and example of

simulated tracks are illustrated in the Fig.l. All of the

available physics processes were activated in GEANT.

Energy and time distribution of detected events have been

calculated for trigger, hodoscope and veto counters. The

energy losses spectrum for all trigger counters is shown in

the Fig.2. The simulation was executed for 500 initial events.

The peak at E = 0.003 beV corresponds to the maximum of Landau

distribution for energy losses of one minimum ionizing

particle. The peaks at higher energy are caused by the

detection of two and more minimum ionizing particles

simultaneously.
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Fig.2. The energy losses spectrum simulated by GEANT
for the trigger counters.

The value of total efficiency for trigger counters has

Laen obtained under coincidence condition for all opposite

counters placed in both trigger planes. Similarly, the

number of coincidences between the responses of the opposite

small and large hodescope counters have been calculated. The
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estimated values of total efficiency for trigger and hodoscope

are 92.47. and 27.87., respectively.

The hodoscope counting rate is very sensitive to the

position of the target ribbon in the beam halo. This effect

was observed /3/ at the test measurements as the left—right

and up—down asymmetries

N, NT

where NL, N^, H^, N,, - the counting rate for left, right,

upper and down hodoscooe counters. The dependence of the Uift-

right asymmetry an the position of horizon ally moving La.-gi.-i

is shown in the Fig.3. The observed effect is caused by tht

dependence of the solid angle

covered

counters
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by the hodoscope

on the target

and mainly by

anizotropy of angular

distribution of particles

generated in the interactions.

The observed asymmetry can be

descr ibeu (see Fig. 3) by lionte

Carlo calculations performed

assuming tnat the polar angle

distribution of generates

particles changes like the

Gauss distribution.

It is supposed that the counting rate asymmetry may be

used for the development of target monitoring system which may

be supplemented by the telescopes installed at backward angles.

Lo detect slow charged particles or nuclear fragments.
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